HOW IT WORKS

Putting the Ripples touch on your project
HOW IT WORKS

Whether it’s an elegant ensuite, a fun and functional family space or a compact cloakroom, we want you to fully understand how it works when you appoint Ripples to design your dream bathroom.

If you are not looking for a full redesign but have spotted an encaustic patterned tile on Instagram, a boat bath in a boutique hotel or a classic coloured radiator on your Pinterest feed, that you just have to have, then we can help you with those products (and many more) too. Pop into one of our showrooms to discover our full bathroom collection.

CONSULTATION

We want to get to know you and you to know us. It is at the consultation that your designer will talk to you about what you’re looking for from your new bathroom, they will want to understand how you use your space, who uses it and your likes and dislikes.

We ask you to relax and enjoy this first stage of the design process with fresh coffee and our delicious Ripples cookies, all we ask for in return is your time and to gain an understanding of your requirements and investment in the project.
step 2
HOME VISIT
We’ve got to know you, now we want to get to know your home, or more specifically, your bathroom. We will visit with a checklist of everything we need to know about your space before we can start designing.
If your dream home is currently being built, or you are project managing a build for a client, then we are also more than happy to work from your plans too.

step 3
DESIGN & PRESENTATION
We will invite you back to the showroom shortly after visiting your home to present to you our plans for your new bathroom; our hand-drawn designs and inspirational mood board will form the focal point of our presentation. Our design will carefully match the brief you have provided us with at the consultation, we will of course, add our own Ripples touch.

step 4
APPOINTING RIPPLES
Once you are happy with our proposal, we then ask you to appoint Ripples formally by paying 50% of the project value. As part of your project, you will be supplied with:
✓ A hand-drawn and rendered artist impression of the design solution.
✓ A scaled planned drawing of your bathroom.
✓ Scaled elevation drawings containing suggested measurements and other important installation notes.
✓ Detailed product specification list broken down where necessary by each bathroom in the home (for multiple room projects).
✓ Thorough installer’s technical pack – useful notes to aid your installer on site
Revised plans will follow, if any changes are made to your bathroom design(s).

step 5
SUPPORT & SERVICE
We want to make the redesign of your bathroom as stress-free as possible, which is why you can be assured that we are only ever a telephone call away. Once the remaining balance on your bathroom has been paid, we will arrange the delivery of your products. Your designer will liaise with your installer and will visit during installation to ensure that your dream bathroom is becoming a reality.

As the finishing touches are added to your bathroom, we will ask you to kindly leave us feedback about your Ripples experience, we would also love to photograph your new bathroom to proudly show to any future Ripples clients.
Blending traditional style with modern fittings, this elegant bathroom sits proudly within its Victorian terraced surroundings. The centrepiece of the new bathroom is a striking roll-top freestanding bath, which is complemented by a bath/shower mixer and fittings in an on-trend brass finish. The encaustic patterned floor tiles and slim brick tiles help to bring the old and new together in one exceptional space.

We redesigned a tired and gloomy bathroom. The results are a bright and spacious ensuite fit for a young family. The designer has created a contemporary bathroom that recognises and complements the architectural style of this family home.

It was great to work with Ripples, our designer had so many good ideas and I would recommend her expertise to anyone.

I wanted a contemporary, fresh and light bathroom that still felt cosy, and I think this design fits that description perfectly. I’m particularly delighted with the simplicity of the wet area – it’s a great family bathroom.

Feedback from the homeowner
LET US PUT THE RIPPLES TOUCH ON YOUR BATHROOM

Bath 01225 447971  
Beaconsfield 01494 927411  
Birmingham 01212 505056  
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Chelmsford 01245 287977  
Harpenden 01582 256008  
London 02074 499594  
Newbury 01635 569900  
Reigate 01737 226450  
Solihull 01564 730223  
Tunbridge Wells 01892 617462  
Winchester 01962 859296